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Why Can’t Every Clinical 
Learning Day Be The Best 

Day Ever?? !

Sass Elisha, CRNA, EdD, FAANA, FAAN
Kaiser Permanente School of Anesthesia
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Mufasa vs Scar-Be Mufasa!
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" What kind of preceptor will you be?
" Will students benefit from the experience 

that you provide, or will it just be another 
day in the OR?

" Are you willing to do more than what is 
expected to help a student? …do an honest 
evaluation?

" The Next Generation (you!) of 
CRNAs will determine if the quality of 
clinical education improves. 
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WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
ASPECT OF TEACHING?

LEARNING
Knowledge Acquisition

Comprehension
Application

Retention of Information
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Who is the most important person in 
the student teacher relationship?
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Working With Learners
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Being a clinical educator in the 
OR is EASY because…

" All SRNAs are perfect
" You get rich as an educator $$$$
" You have all the time in the world
" Others are always supportive of SRNA 

education
" SRNAs don’t ever break teeth, make stuff bleed, 

give the wrong drug, turn the gas off late,.…….
" “And here is your end of the day trophy because 

all millennials need one!”
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Maybe its because;
" Sense of giving back
" Personal satisfaction
" Contributing the greater good
" Decide who you are going to hire

Henry Adams 
“A teacher affects eternity, he or she 
never knows where their influence 
stops.”
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Working with Preceptors
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Being a learner in the OR is 
EASY because…

" Everyone in the OR always treat others as they would 
want to be treated (not!)

" There is consistency among preceptors as to where 
and how to place a blood pressure cuff.

" By nature, CRNAs are the most patient people in the 
world.

" “If I have to hear another CRNA talk about walking up 
hill, in the snow to provide anesthesia with Benadryl 
and a rubber mallet…..”
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Humane Treatment in Medical Education?
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Learning, satisfaction and mistreatment during
medical internship, JAMA, Daugherty, 1998, N=2032

" Belittled/humiliated-86.4%
" Observed others working impaired-70%
" Takes credit for your work-50.1%
" Tasks for punishment-39.8%
" Slapped/pushed/hit/kicked-38.5%
" Sexual harassment-30.4%
" Racial/gender discrimination-25.4%
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Perceptions of SRNAs during clinical 
education, AANA J, Elisha, 2011, N=640

" Verbal abuse-71%
" Sexual harassment-

13%
" Physical abuse-14%
" Racial 

discrimination-13%
" CRNA as a role 

model-88%

" CRNA-34%, 
Anesthesiologist-20%

" CRNA-20%, 
anesthesiologist-24%

" CRNA-35%, 
Anesthesiologist-26%

" CRNA-31%, 
Anesthesiologist-13%
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Desirable preceptor qualities
" Calmness
" Non-threatening communication
" Communicates clearly
" Allows independent decision making
" Encourages clinical independence
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If anything, what would you improve 
about your clinical education?

" Need for constructive and professional 
communication

" Need for CEs to be committed to the 
educator role

" Instruction not seen as “staffing” a room
" Need for clear and realistic expectations
" Need for constructive comments
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Problem=There is a fundamental 
difference in perception between 
teachers and learners 

" SRNAs have issues with the educational 
methods of some preceptors 

" CRNA educators believe that they provide 
high level instruction. 
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Stress: The perceptions, manifestations and 
coping mechanisms of SRNAs, AANAJ, 

Chipas A, 2012, N=1282

" 47.3% SRNAs depressed 
" 21.2% SRNAs had suicidal ideations
" 6.3% knew of an SRNA who had committed 

suicide during education
" 69.9% felt they were not empowered to 

change their learning environment
" 29.3% were being treated by health 

professional for stress
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" 17.1% (N=183) taking 
medications to decrease stress 
which included:

1. OTC sleep aids 29.5%
2. Alcohol 29.3%
3. Antidepressants 11.7%
4. H2 blockers 11.4%
5. Prescribed sleep aids 10.6%
6. Benzodiazepines 1.3%
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Quantification of surgical resident stress “on 
call”, J Am Coll Surg, Tendulkar, 2005, N=37

" Intern mean heart rate ↑ 71-87
" Junior mean heart rate ↑ 74-88
" Senior mean heart rate ↑ 69-80
Maximum control heart rate
1. Intern-119-149 BPM
2. Junior-123-136 BPM
3. Senior-115-121 BPM
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Discrimination, Abuse, Harassment, and Burnout in 
surgical residency training, NEJM Yue, 2019, N=7409

" Gender discrimination-32%       (25%)
" Racial discrimination-17%         (25%)
" Verbal/physical abuse-30%        (86%/39%)
" Sexual harassment-20%             (30%)

" Weekly burnout symptoms-39%
" Suicidal thoughts-5%
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Why Should We Expect Clinical Experts 
to Be Teachers? 
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What information should be used for 
evaluation?

" Objectives
" Your expertise
" Communication between educators/sites
" Your teaching experiences with other learners
" Program curriculum
" Nice person
" Agrees with everything that I say
" HONESTY!!!!!!!!
" What do I do if the student is not doing well?

Evaluations must be written and verbal
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We are our own worst enemies! 
" Type A (control freaks you all are!)
" Best ICU nurses in the world
" Fear of failure
" Want immediate success
" Sensitive to what others think of us
" Worry about the future (the boards#)
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My Mom=“There is always something positive 
to take away from any learning experience.” 
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Step carefully but confidently!
" Have confidence
" In comparison to most 

humans, you are awesome!
" Remember, you are learning
" Learn from every experience
" Ask for help 

(coordinator/program faculty)
" Enjoy your life!
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TAKE HOME
Help them be better than you!

"Care/Best effort
"Evolve
"Academic and clinical dialogue
"High quality evaluation
"Have high expectations/standards
"Ask for help from other educators
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Johann Comenius
“I seek a method by 

which teachers teach 
less and learners learn 

more.”

Jack Goldin
“Teach them 

well.”
Me

“The most memorable 
clinical learning situations 
are directly proportional to 
the degree of terror 
experienced while providing 
anesthesia.”
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YouTube-KP School of Anesthesia
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